Decoding information from neural responses in visual cortex demonstrates interpolation across repetitions or exemplars. Is it possible to decode novel categories from neural activity without any prior training on activity from those categories? We built zero-shot neural decoders by mapping responses from macaque inferior temporal cortex onto a deep neural network. The resulting models correctly interpreted responses to novel categories, even extrapolating from a single category.
. Overview of zero-shot approach and deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) architecture. a. Overview of zero-shot decoding pipeline. IT recordings were mapped to an intermediate space defined as unit activity in a deep convolutional neural network trained for object categorization. Pre-learned mappings from DCNN unit activity to object categories were used to generate predictions from DCNN-aligned IT recordings. The decoders are zeroshot if neural recordings from the test categories are withheld when learning the IT to DCNN. b. Example images from the eight object categories: Airplanes, Animals, Boats, Cars, Chairs, Faces, Fruits, Tables [18] . c. VGG-16 trained for object categorization on the ImageNet dataset [19] was used as the intermediate basis-space to which IT recordings were aligned. In the pooling layers, DCNN activity is organized along two spatial dimensions and a feature-based channel dimension. To summarize the full spatio-featural activity-space, we encoded DCNN activity into 1000 components using principle components analysis (left, orange). To isolate spatial activity, we averaged across the channel dimension in DCNN activity (center, blue). To isolate spatially invariant feature-based activity, we averaged across the spatial dimensions (right, green). d. Object category (binary prediction between all 28 combinations of the eight categories, chance = 50%) could be predicted from all types of DCNN activity, with components and feature-based activity showing a sharp rise in decodability across layers. This plot does not include any neural data, it only shows decodability using DCNN activity.
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To determine whether representations in DCNNs capture generic visual 56 processing in the primate brain, we built zero-shot neural decoders for object 57 category from multi-electrode array recordings in rhesus macaque IT ( Fig. 1a ).
58
IT responses were evoked by images of computer-generated objects on natural 59 scene backgrounds with high variation in position, size, and orientation ( Fig.   60 1b). We tested whether zero-shot decoders trained on neural responses to a 61 set of categories (e.g., airplane and chair images) can accurately label neural 62 activity evoked by novel categories (e.g., cars and tables). In the most extreme To assess the overall amount of shared generic visual information between 98 4/18 Figure 2 . DCNN features reconstructed from IT activity match true DCNN features for the same images even when extrapolating across categories. a. High matching accuracies were achieved when neural activity from two test categories was held out during training (six training categories), indicating that IT to DCNN mappings indeed generalize across object category. b. As a control, a decoder was trained on neural responses from all eight categories, matching the overall number of training images to the number used for the zero-shot decoder. Strikingly similar results were obtained for the zero-shot and all categories control decoders. c. Zero-shot matching accuracies were normalized to calculate proportion of above-chance matching accuracy achieved by the zero-shot model relative to the all categories model. Normalized matching accuracies are close to ceiling for all layers and reconstruction types. d, e, f. Zero-shot, all categories control, and normalized results when only one category was used to train the zero-shot decoder. Again, the zero-shot decoder displayed highly similar results to the all categories control decoder. All accuracies for all decoders, DCNN feature-types, and layers are significant at P <0.001 (permutation testing).
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IT and DCNN activity, reconstructed DCNN features were matched to the true 99 DCNN features from the same images, relative to the true DCNN features from 100 every other image in the test set, for all possible pair-wise combinations. We 101 measured the matching accuracy, which ranges from 0.5 (chance) to 1 (perfect 102 reconstruction of features) (Fig. 2) . We examined the extreme cases where 103 the maximum number of available training data (six categories) and minimum Figure 3 . Object category can be decoded from IT-reconstructed DCNN features even when extrapolating to novel categories that were not used for training the IT to DCNN mapping. a. High classification accuracies were achieved when neural activity from two test categories was held out during training (six training categories), indicating that IT to DCNN mappings capture generic information about visual object category. Direct decoding accuracies (predicting category directly from IT responses using linear SVMs) are shown in purple. b. A control decoder, where the IT to DCNN mapping was learned using IT responses from all eight categories, showed a similar pattern of results, albeit with higher accuracies. c. Zero-shot classification accuracies were normalized to calculate proportion of above-chance classification accuracy achieved by the zero-shot model relative to the all categories model. Normalized classification accuracies were all greater than zero, and the best normalized accuracies for feature-based reconstructions achieved over 80% of the accuracies seen for the all categories control decoder. d, e, f. Zero-shot, all categories control, and normalized results when only one category was used to train the zero-shot decoder. Again, the zero-shot decoder displayed a similar pattern of results to the all categories control decoder but with lower accuracies. All accuracies for all decoders, DCNN feature-types, and layers are significant at P <0.001 (permutation testing).
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prediction for all reconstructed DCNN features and layers (Fig. 3a, all Ps Figure S1 . Features extracted from each layer of VGG-16. Components (orange) were defined using principle components analysis and the number of components (1000) was matched across layers. Spatial activity (blue) was defined by averaging across the channel dimension in the native unit-activity space. Feature-based activity (green) was defined by averaging unit activity across the spatial dimensions. The final dimensionality of each feature-type is shown. Figure S2 . a. Two rhesus macaque monkeys viewed images from 8 object categories while IT responses were recorded using multi-electrode arrays. DCNN activity for each image was computed using VGG-16, and the full unit activity for each layer was encoded into 1000 components using PCA. b. Using partial least squares regression (PLSR), linear mappings were learned from IT response patterns to DCNN components. These mappings were applied to held-out data (twenty 75% train, 25% test splits) to decode DCNN components from IT activity. The decoded components were multiplied by the transpose of the PCA transformation to reconstruct the full space of DCNN activity for each layer. In the five pooling layers, full reconstructions were averaged across channels (blue arrows) to calculate spatial reconstructions and across spatial dimensions (green arrows) to calculate spatially invariant feature-based reconstructions. 
